DRIVING VIDEO RECORDER DR 530
Intelligent High Definition Recording

The WiFi enabled HELLA DR 530 Driving Video Recorder captures road experiences in vivid detail. Recording in high-definition resolution at 30 frames per second, it registers critical and fine details of the commute without dropping a single frame. HELLA DR 530 delivers the best motoring assurance and experiences to drivers.

- **Smart Gesture Sensing**
  Smart gesture sensing feature allows the user to locate the right moment or image in the video. With the Smart Gesture Sensing feature, a simple wave of the hand under the dashcam will activate an instant snapshot.

- **Maximum Visibility**
  The HELLA DR 530 records in 1080-pixel high definition and in 150-degree wide angle to capture a clearer and wider view of the road with fewer blind spots.

- **Built-in WiFi**
  With built-in WiFi, the HELLA DR 530 allows the user to immediately transfer and playback the footage on a smartphone wirelessly.

- **G-Sensor**
  Sudden braking or impact will automatically trigger the G-Sensor which locks the video footage and prevents it from being overwritten.

- **Loop-Recording**
  Old files are deleted automatically to record new footage.

- **Parking Monitoring Mode**
  For protection at all times, the HELLA DR 530 can continue recording even when the vehicle is parked.

- **Night Vision**
  Powered by a Panasonic sensor, the HELLA DR 530 is capable of superior night vision recording.

- **Micro SD card**
  The HELLA DR 530 uses a Micro SD card (up to 64GB / Class 10).

- **Optional GPS Module**
  The lightweight external GPS module picks up GPS signals fast and it offers higher-quality signals and tracking. It tracks location and vehicle speed while recording the journey. Users can view the video along with the GPS track on an app available on Android and iOS platforms.

- **Optional Vehicle Battery Protection Module**
  This optional module prevents the unnecessary discharge of the vehicle battery while the HELLA DR 530 is in parking mode.